LEVEL 8 STEP 1 SLIDE 4
1.

It is important to repeat the words as you listen.
Did you go to town the day before yesterday?

2.

__________________________________________________________________________
Were you at home yesterday afternoon?

3.

__________________________________________________________________________
Did you see your friend an hour ago?

4.

__________________________________________________________________________
Did you make some hamburgers the day before yesterday?
__________________________________________________________________________

STEP 1: SLIDE 5
5.

Did you watch a soccer game on Saturday?

6.

__________________________________________________________________________
Was it cold outside this morning?

7.

__________________________________________________________________________
Did you live in Berlin last year?

8.

__________________________________________________________________________
Did you have some tea an hour ago?

9.

__________________________________________________________________________
Did you eat supper last night?
__________________________________________________________________________

STEP 1: SLIDE 6
Write the past tense of the verbs:
to find

_____________

to have

_____________

to buy

_____________

to eat

_____________

to begin

_____________

to see

_____________

to do

_____________

to sit

_____________

to run

_____________

to follow _____________

to attend

_____________

to live

_____________

to answer _____________

to meet

_____________

to want

_____________

to enjoy

_____________

to come

_____________

to study

_____________

to hike

_____________

to volunteer _____________

to go

_____________

to put

_____________

to play

to like

_____________

_____________
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STEP 1: SLIDE 7
Put in the past tense form of these infinitives:
to think

__________________

to drive

__________________

to carry

__________________

to be

__________________

to drink

__________________

to walk

__________________

to cross

__________________

to write

__________________

to find

__________________

to hurry

__________________

to buy

__________________

to study

__________________

to watch

__________________

to laugh

__________________

STEP 1: SLIDE 8
Did you walk in the woods yesterday?
_______________________________________________________________________________
Did you cross the old bridge?
_______________________________________________________________________________
Did you phone your friend?
_______________________________________________________________________________
Did you go to town?
_______________________________________________________________________________

STEP 1: SLIDE 9
Make correct sentences from these words:
little, followed, That, her, dog.
_______________________________________________________________________________
you, clock, the, in, old, Did, Prague, see?
_______________________________________________________________________________
go, the, last, Did, night, into, city, you?
_______________________________________________________________________________
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LEVEL 8 STEP 2 SLIDE 3
1.

Where is Peter?

2.

__________________________________________________________________________
Where is Sarah?

3.

__________________________________________________________________________
What is Sarah doing?
__________________________________________________________________________

STEP 2: SLIDE 4
4.

Does Peter like Sarah’s dress?

5.

__________________________________________________________________________
What are they having for dinner?

6.

__________________________________________________________________________
Who is cooking the dinner?

7.

__________________________________________________________________________
Are they ready to go?
__________________________________________________________________________

STEP 2: SLIDE 5
1.

What is he doing now?

2.

__________________________________________________________________________
Are you running now?

3.

__________________________________________________________________________
Are you sleeping now?
__________________________________________________________________________
USE THESE VERBS:

to fly to phone to fry to enjoy

1.

He _______________________________ his friend every night after work.

2.

She _______________________________ a fish for supper.

3.

Many of their friends _______________________________ the weather.

4.

That plane _______________________________ to China.
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STEP 2: SLIDE 6
1.

They walk in the woods.

2.

__________________________________________________________________________
They enjoy themselves.

3.

__________________________________________________________________________
They walk carefully.

4.

__________________________________________________________________________
They see snow.

5.

__________________________________________________________________________
They wear warm clothes.

6.

__________________________________________________________________________
They get tired.

7.

__________________________________________________________________________
They feel happy.

8.

__________________________________________________________________________
They enjoy hiking.
__________________________________________________________________________

STEP 2: SLIDE 7
Ruth (to feel) __________________________ happy. She (to wear) _________________________

new clothes. She (to wear) _______________________________ pants, a blouse and gloves that

she got for her birthday. She (to go) _______________________________ to a dance on Friday

nights. Tonight she (to think) _______________________________

that she (to look) _______________________________ very nice.

She (to hope) _______________________________ her friends

(to think) _______________________________ she looks nice too.
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LEVEL 8 STEP 3 SLIDE 6
1.

Is it raining outside?

2.

__________________________________________________________________________
Did you have a day off last week?

3.

__________________________________________________________________________
Did you paint a picture yesterday?

4.

__________________________________________________________________________
Did you listen to the radio this morning?

5.

__________________________________________________________________________
Did you sleep last night?
__________________________________________________________________________

STEP 3: SLIDE 7
Add “ed”, “d” or “ing” to the verb:
1.

They are _______________________________ (dance)

2.

Yesterday they _______________________________ (dance)

3.

Today he is _______________________________ (ride) on a boat.

4.

Ruth is _______________________________ (swim) in a lake.

5.

Are you _______________________________ (wear) a new coat today?

6.

He’s _______________________________ (put) your book on the table.

7.

He _______________________________ (stop) the car.
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STEP 3: SLIDE 8
MATCH THE MEANING
Write the answers before looking at the answers on the slide.
you wear them on your feet ____________

they’re on your legs

____________

you fly in it

____________

Saturday and Sunday

____________

it lives in the water

____________

lit has many books

____________

you write in it

____________

you eat it in the morning

____________

sixty minutes

____________

a, e, I, o and u

____________

LEVEL 8 STEP 4 SLIDE 2
1.

Where do Craig and Jessica go on Friday nights?

2.

__________________________________________________________________________
Is Raymond practicing archery three times a week?

3.

__________________________________________________________________________
Is Ruth playing on a school team?

4.

__________________________________________________________________________
Where is Toto on Friday nights?
__________________________________________________________________________

STEP 4: SLIDE 3
Are you making music now?
_______________________________

Is he making music?
____________________________________
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STEP 4: SLIDE 3
Is the bird flying?

Do they have an umbrella?

____________________________

______________________________

Is she walking?
____________________________

Is it raining?
_______________________________

STEP 4: SLIDE 4
Are the bears standing in the water?
_______________________________
What are they doing?

Is she writing in her book?

Is he playing his violin?

______________________________

____________________________

Is she having a ride?
___________________________
Is she brushing her hair?
_____________________________
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STEP 4: SLIDE 5
What is he doing with the fish?
____________________________

What is the boy doing?
_______________________________
Is he talking to his friend?
___________________________________

What is he practicing?
_______________________________

What are you practicing?
What is he practicing?
________________________
______________________________

STEP 4: SLIDE 7
MATCH THE MEANING
you wear them on your hands ____________

not outside

____________

where you buy something

____________

Chinese people cook it

____________

yes

____________

you watch it

____________

half past six

____________

you do it at night

____________

you play it

____________
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LEVEL 8 STEP 5 SLIDE 3
Was she buying a blouse?
__________________________

Were they swimming?
__________________________
Was he playing ball?

Were they playing basketball?

________________________

__________________________

Was he practicing archery?
________________________
Was he living in Holland?
_______________________________

STEP 5: SLIDE 4
Was he standing on a wall?
____________________________

Were they having fun in their boat?
_____________________________
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STEP 5: SLIDE 4 CONTINUED
Were the parrots having a good talk?
_______________________________

Were they standing on a bridge?
________________________________

STEP 5: SLIDES 5 AND 6
1.

Write the sentences in the past progressive tense:
Craig drove his car to work last week.

2.

__________________________________________________________________________
Ruth rode her bicycle to school today.

3.

__________________________________________________________________________
Nancy bought a new pair of shoes.

4.

__________________________________________________________________________
Raymond wore a pair of gloves.

5.

__________________________________________________________________________
They lived in Australia.

6.

__________________________________________________________________________
At the theater he laughed.

7.

__________________________________________________________________________
He wore a warm jacket.

8.

__________________________________________________________________________
While she watched television, she ate an apple.

9.

__________________________________________________________________________
The children slept after supper.

__________________________________________________________________________
10. We saw her every day when she lived here.
__________________________________________________________________________
11. We drove down the road.
__________________________________________________________________________
12. They walked in the park.
__________________________________________________________________________
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REVIEW
Add “ing” to the underlined words and complete the sentences
using a form of the present tense.
Look in LEVEL 8 STEP 3 SLIDE 2 for the answers.
The elephant sits.

______________________________________________

She rips paper.

______________________________________________

He pats the dog.

______________________________________________

He wraps the gift.

______________________________________________

The car stops.

______________________________________________

Add “ed” to the underlined words and complete the sentences
using a form of the past tense.
Look in LEVEL 8 STEP 3 SLIDE 3 for the answers.
He pats the dog.

______________________________________________

She rips the paper.

______________________________________________

He wraps the gift.

______________________________________________

The car stops.

______________________________________________

Add “ing” to the underlined words and complete the sentences
using a form of the present tense.
Look in LEVEL 8 STEP 3 SLIDE 4 for the answers.
She hikes.

______________________________________________

They live in Paris.

______________________________________________

He closes the store.

______________________________________________

They arrive at 8 PM.

______________________________________________

He rides his horse.

______________________________________________
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REVIEW
Can you spell these words?
Look in LEVEL 8 STEP 3 SLIDE 5 for the answers.

Add “ed”

Add “ing”

answer

__________________

__________________

close

__________________

__________________

phone

__________________

__________________

stop

__________________

__________________

cry

__________________

__________________

stretch

__________________

__________________

decide

__________________

__________________

arrive

__________________

__________________

cook

__________________

__________________

rain

__________________

__________________

use

__________________

__________________

play

__________________

__________________

attend

__________________

__________________

try

__________________

__________________
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STEP UP TO ENGLISH
LEVEL 8
ENGLISH

NOTES

ENGLISH

add (to), added

horse

ago

hour

another

hungry

archery

hurry (to), hurried

arrive (to), arrived

minute

attend (to) attended

paint (to), painted

before

pair

bird

parrot

blouse

party

brush (to), brushed

pat (to), patted

children

post (to) posted

Chinese food

present participle

consonant

progressive tense

crazy

rain (to), rained

cross (to), crossed

ready

cry (to), cried

ride (to), rode

day off

rip (to), ripped

dinner

silent

disappear (to), disappeared

sleep (to), slept

drop (to), dropped

stop (to), stopped

ending

syllable

evening

team

every

these

feel (to), felt

traditional

feet

violin

fish (to), fished

vowel

foot

wall

fry (to), fried

while

game

work (to), worked

glove

wow

happen (to), happened

year

NOTES

LEVEL 8: TEST 8
1.

___________________________________________________________________________

2.

___________________________________________________________________________

3.

___________________________________________________________________________

4.

___________________________________________________________________________

5.

___________________________________________________________________________

6. ___________________________________________________________________________
Write new sentences. Put the verbs into the past progressive tense:
7.

I see her every day.

8.

___________________________________________________________________________
I travel a lot in the winter.

9.

___________________________________________________________________________
She visits her mother often.

___________________________________________________________________________
10. I read a lot of good books.
___________________________________________________________________________
Use the verb in brackets ( ). Put it into the right tense.
Raymond: I (wear) 11.______________ blue jeans today. What (to wear, you)
12.______________ ?
Nancy:

Today I (to wear) 13.______________ blue jeans, but last week I
(to wear)14._____________ a beautiful new dress that I (to buy)
15.______________ last Wednesday.
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